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Strenethening his proposal with pers daily, and Stanford Univer39-page report on Spartan Daily dry, with an FTE of 9,100, prints
h over the last two years 4.1100 italy
y Thotavaldson. ASH informs on officer. recently recornmenths1
cina
o Student Council that the
nt Daily circulation of 10,000
beaded to 12,000.
The recommendation was re erred to the Finance Committee
r investigation. Committee opina may be presented at today’s
latent Council meeting at 230
the College Union.
Two amendments to the AS13:
Thorwaklson’s survey indicates Constitution will be voted upon tohat 7.000 Daily issues were print - morrow, and freshmen will select ,
per day in the fall of 1960-61. new class officers.
Polls will be open between 8:30
verage paper size at that time
as 5.2 pages. According to the a.m. and 4:30 p.m. in front of
t, last semester’s circulation the cafeteria. Freshman runoff
sod at 10.000 with an average elections will be held Friday.
Freshman candidates for presiie of seven pages.
According to Thorwaldson, cies dent are Art Simburg, Al Mason.
lation increase was attributed and Gilbert Holloway. Running for
a steady growth in college en- vice president are Dan Dahlen and
Ilment and the paper size in- Fred Best.
Secretarial candidates are Karen
was the result of adversers’ attraction to the SJS Hansen, Charleen Cirese, Leslie
Scars, and Sandra Gee, Bill Brunampus.
Current Daily budget stands at k*, Sunny McCulley and Mike
Germ aine are
running
for
7.000. Sonic ¶30.000 comes from
513 funds and the rest from treasurer.
The first amendment change devertising revenues. Two years
go the budget ran 850.000, with cided upon by ASH voters tomor17.000 coming from ASH funds. row MOW, the dates for an e].
lion up t WO weeks. The se,,11.i
Emphasizing that students ar"gives newly ;sleeted officers mei,
’Ong on campus after 1 p.m.
time to nil just to the ,joh,’’ ASI1
are a difficult time finding a
Vice President Steve Larson exHy, the public information’s
plained.
port suggests that Daily circirvice chairman of
Bob Pisan,
tion parallel SJS full-time equivStudent Council, said the Constitu- ,
I n, .t ,lent enrollment of 13.000.
tion and Bylaws Committee of
also reveals that the
Student Council have studied and
. of California at Berkerecommended passage of the pro’ ..1: un FTE enrollment of
posed amendments.
currently prints 23,000 paArticle VI. Section 1, Clause 2
now reads: "The election of ASH
executive officers and of student
council members, except for freshman officers, shall be held not
later than six weeks and not earlier than eight weeks from the
,4 the ugliest men at
hi may be seen tomorrow and end of the spring semester.
The proposed amendment would
riday in front of the cafeteria
change "eight" weeks to "10"
bookstore.
k..
Voting may Ix- done by deposit Article VI, Section 1, Clause 4
reins into the jars placed near
now reads: "Newly elected officers
eh photo. Humor, originality.
shall be installed within 10 days
’I lust plain ugliness may be
after election . . ."
lteria for judging.
The amendment would change
The living eon’ or which sponsors
his to read: "Newly elected ofin ugliest man will
awardial ficers shall be installed not earlier
Magnavox ANI Val stereo radii,- ’flan ten nor later than forty days
:nograph.
Ater elections,.,"
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High Hopes Remain

’Reservations’ Postpone
College Union Vote
:ae during a
.n meeting on canatua y es t erday
atent af ternrion.
not le -d.rtitted to a
’
body vote this semester
The proposal it voted on and
This Was the conclusion oi the passed, would have given the student body’s approval to construct a
$4 million College Union at San
la

Frosh Vote
For Officers
Tomorrow

Ugly Man’ Voting
forts Tomorrow

In his spare time
he works as a
y-h.vtl hits driver,
cammittee members
for the two
inirnspeet lee of the Greek
SysChambers, meretan,
wisernan, transports’.
iota Jahn
Worthinelon, publicity:
awa
Pln.
publicity: Sharon
housing: Phoebe Moraes,
als: Val Lowen,
discussion leadfYi-nrclinatnr; and
Sue Marlette.
Mutt lea t ions.
cattraelres are
Sherry Salinders,
",liluko Avon
.

ire

Den

Julie

Hooper, Gary Olimpia, Jerry Arca,
Bud Moore, Al Malyon, and Jim
Niven.
Advisers include Mrs. Merton
Kirkish, C. Richard Dodson, lir
Royce Jones, Dr. Karl Mueller
Dean Stanley Benz. Mrs.

Morrell

Wilson, Judy Farrell,
oat Osier,
Terry Tevis, Mike

AppOintr1111.nt

THE PRESENT College Union located on Ninth
Street will still be in use through the fall semester (1963-64) it was learned yesterday. The Col-

lege Union Committee said that the proposed
election for a new union set for April 2, 3
has been postponed.

Film Series ,Prof. Birns Speaks
lAt SPU Meeting
Begins Today n Disarmament

S.P. Strike Halted
By Court Order

a AN FRANCISCO 1UPIt- The,
uthern Pacific Railroad today,
rained a court order postponingl
"Los Olividados" (The Young
at least 10 days a seven-state
-flake by the Brotherhood of Rail-, and the Damnedl and "Muscle
clerks.
Beaeh" will open the classic film
The union had been scheduled to
series today in Morris Dailey Au,,ri ,,irike at 6 p.m. ; P.S.T.1 es ditorium at 3:30 and 7 p.m.
a
it a lone -simmering ;listen.’
The first film, "Los Olividados,"
till ornation that would have
50.000 employees of the is a savage drama of juvenile deVi’ i’t’s biggest railroad.
linquency in Mexico. Shooting on
While a federal mediator held,
last-minute negotiations with both
sides, the railroad went before Sant
Mateo County Superior Jude ea
James O’Keefe in suburban Redwood City asking for a temporary
order
the unien front

Dixieland Jazz
Heralds Co-Rec
The Dixieland jazz of Elliott
CharntrA and his combo will promote 1,11 "Mardi Gras" theme of
balielit’s Co-Rec. accordim.t, to
Reifman, Co-Rec
Ill ’lit.

St wicnts and faculty are invimi
to ’n i’s’ volleyball, ping pone, and
danein a The featured band is the
Aete. t,.
p.m. DI I

I

location. Director Luis Bunuel examines

the

outskirts

of

Mexico

City where adolescent gangs fight
out of hate, fear, lawlessness and
hunger.
The Cannes International Film
Festival awarded the picture a
grand prize for direction.
"Bunuel has supplied the incisive thrust of pitiless truth, the
incident reduced to stark outline,
unmodified by humanity, kind intervention, or the justice of human
punishment,- comments New York
Post. "One merely feels the slow,
grinding, fateful outcome that has
nothing to do with wishes. justice,
hope or happiness."

"Muscle Beach" is a contrast to
this first film. This is a sunny,
satirical documentary on the "lawill be open 7:30-9:451 bors of relaxation" of exercise
devotees at the well-known CaliWomen’s i;
fornia beach. A rhythmic and hiaI morous song serves as a commentary on the muscular activities of
the serious gymnasts.

Martin, Dean
Benz, Dean
Janet Douglas, Don Ryan. Robert
Baron. and Mrs. Charlene Liebau.
Alumni advisers are Mrs. C.
laxison, Ron Heist
I:ehard
taak Sherman. and Mrs. Bea,
.a:,-. ens.

Admission to these two films is
free to student body members and
faculty. The series is sponsored by
the Spartan Programs Committee
and the Audio-Visual Center.

Book Review Set
For ’Silent Spring

r

What are the dangers of usinc
different disinfectant sprays?
This

at

the subject of

odaya

book talk to be conducted by Dr
Harold DeBey, associate professor
of

chemistiaa

at

12:30

p.m.

in

rooms A and B of the cafeteria. Ile
will discuss Rachel Carson’s -Silent Spring."
The book, which has been conilemned by some chemistry maCalines and reviews, has been on the
best-seller list for six months said
Dr. DeRey.
Professor DeRey plans to present an interpretation of the book
Ifs exprets a siaable audience. heleatise he feels the hook is metroversial.

for this weekend’s Greek Retreat arc (I. to
e
ettim
mDodson,
oc)activi.
.r
co-chairman;
Dick
ties adviser; Mrs. Merton Kirkish, activities adviser, and Jerry
Engles, committee co-chairman. The two-day conference will be
in Carmel.
MAKING PLANS
Carolee Schradol,

I III .11 tz I S\lols

Hauck To Fill
Soph Vacancy
At ASB Meet

iS

Ahlmittly,

uittstaar

1963

eport of Daily’s Growth
uggests New Increase

Aiiiineaniiitely 800 man hours
;:e tome into
preparation of
reek Retreat, to be held this
Mewl at the La Playa Hotel in
inlet, suttee the beginning of the
bud year.
Leading the list of volunteer
:takers are co-chairman
Carolee
hradel and Jerry Engles.
Miss Shrartel, a junior
art major
rorn Los Altos,
is a past officer
Kappa Alpha Theta soroi ity,
as skit chairman
for the rally
rn it lee . was
an orient alien
IPT NO
semester, and currently
reigning as Sigma Nu White
oat Quern,
Engl
a junior public relations
tor from San lose,
has a list of
mniplishments at SJS that in1F(’ secretary, past assistdr
Spartacamp, a
snot’ Greek Retreat counselor,
II
dire,-tor of public retains, A member of Blue
Key, and
^arrently Sigma Nu vice-presi-

late.

The deadline to drop a claws
t penult i. I p.m. Edda),
nit!
ato.orolInt: to 1)ean of
egrI,it ThereJohn W. Gilhaugh.
after a .toulent too reeehe
---- to nithdran trona a Hass
ouuI
hr rt

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

reeks Plan Carmel Retreat

King
ws
roes

Drop Deadline

catatz

interested In
Dom reaidenta
organizing a apring aotaal dance

Dr. Delley received his Phi) in
I biochemistry in 1957 at the I’M.
versity of Colorado, his A. It. un
11447 at Colorado State College of
Education and his M.S. in 1951 at
the university of Wisconsin.
Any interested person is invited
and. since this is an informal affair, he may bring his lunch said

Professor DeBey.

,!
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IChancellor
"The chancellor s
Gienn S. Dumkei staff has raised
.taattions about a vote." said
--,,iatf. Dean ,,f Students Robert
a Martin. explaining the reason
, discard plans for an A pr i I
elect ion.
But eommit tee members stressed
the point that the election has
only teen postponed. They still
have high hopes for a College
Union.
"We’re going te have a College
Union." declared Dr. Dwight Bentel. "There’s no question of that : -

.41110-

re representha e to fill the
post vacated by Vince Feeney is
slated for announcement by ASH
Pres, Bill Ilauck and probable
confirmation by Student Council
a today’s council meeting in the
’allege Union at 2:30 p.m.
a

In other business:
Finance Committee is expected
to present a report on its investigation of a recommendation which
calls for Spartan Daily circulation
increase from the current 10,000
to 12.000 papers per day. Proposed
at last week’s Student Council
meeting, the recommendation was
presented by Jay Thorwaldson.
ASH information officer.

PLANS

The committee decided that
plans for the College Union should
he more concrete to enable the
chancellor’s staff to give approval
for a student body vote at the
earliest possible date. Details for
hudget. floor plans and program
were given primary consideration
for future planning.
There was !I’l evidence of disAppointments to fill five vacant ,
ed couragement at the meeting.
committee positions are ear
Glen E. Gut termsen, college busito be announced. Positions to be
!filled include: Rally Committee iness manager, expressed the attichairman. Election Board chair- tude of the committee: "We are
to do in a couple of months
man. Art Planning Committee
ather colleges attempt to di,
ehairman, two members for the
eauple of years." It has not
Fairness Committee and a meatier for the Student Acta...a- ’sin work wasted, he emphasized.
eatine that the toanmit tee now has
11,,ard.
Four hills, having been investi- ii I.ody of knowledge to work with.

"Macmillan. De Gaulle. and Europe" will be discussed by Laurence R. Rims, assistant professor
of political science, today at the
Student Peace Union meeting in
CH144 at 3:30 p.m.
His speech will concentrate on
disarmament and the theory of international relations.
Professor Rims is a member of
the NATO advisory Council. the
Oxford University Seminar on Military Strategy. the Institute of
Strategic Studies, and the Military
Commentator’s Circle.
Professor Birns ;attended Columbia and Oxford Universities
and lectured at the University
gated by committees for two
College of London and the London ,
weeks, will be presented for deSchool of Economics. He has been
bate and discussion. Bills concern
a BBC overseas commentator.
t he Awards 140a1T1 Committee.
The SJS branch of the national
Student Activities Board. ASH
Student Peace Union was estabpublication.. and the Election Code.
lished in 1962,
According to the organization’s
manual. SPU believes "that neither
war nor the threat of war can ally
Spartan I triecci will hold its
longer be successfully used to set- first meeting of the spring settle international disputes. SPU mester tornormw night at 7 in
studies alternatives to war and ’CH166. The meeting is "pen to all
acts to end the present arms race, interested students. particularly
"SPU believes that the peace those of Chinese or Nisei hack movement must act independently anaind.
of both East and West and must
Plans for the semester acti
,
apply the same standard of criti- of the group to he 1
cism to both."
get-acqua
elude
a
ea: a
Following Dr. Bi-n’s talk, stu- scheduled for March
dents may apply for SPU member- tional Day, an annual beach party
ship and committee positions
old a formal dance.
_

coal ait ITT FA) VOTES
The einnimi lee oed to intensda
their own efforts to hasten the
date of approval for a student body
’election, hut decided to reduce the
staffs of sub -committees.
Thanks were expressed to student members of the committee,
partioularly to student body president Bill Hauck, for their efforts
to

Oriocci Makes Plans

World Wire

Record Enrollment
Jams into SJS;
Soars Past 17,000
,

San Jose State expects its largest

spring enrollment when cur-

lent semester registration totals
tare completed. reliorts Associate
:Dean of Students Ralph R. Cummings, in charge of admissions and

FRENCH OAS HETI:1,1. 11555 t.t. SUER
’records.
PARIS ,UP! t -Former Army
o A::: :Lae
rgourl. a leading
Approximately 17.230 registramember of the anti -De Gaulle Secret Army Organization, has been
tion packets have been turned in
arrested here after apparent betrayal by his own men, police sources
it’ll of 17.900 distributed. he added.
-’aid yesterday.
-This wou1,1 appear that our
Authorities believe the OAS blamed Argoud for the failure of,
ICP
the attempt to assassinate President Charles de Gaulle with ma- final enrollment will he close
chine-gun fire last Aug. 22. Fifteen men are now on trial before a our fall semester shame,- said
special military CODI’t for the attempt. The state is seeking the death Dean Cumminaa. -Si, far al.’ have
exceeded last spiing’s enrollment
penalty for seven of them.
Argoud’s arrest represents the biggest blow to the OAS and the’ of 15.329 by almost 2.000."
Final figures will not he avail underground National Resistance Council since the capture Dat
No for approximately four weeks,
year of former Gens. Raoul Salon and Edmond Jouhaial.
when fetal reeial ration results will
Argoud was among four colonels sentenced to death by a sp.sa
court. set iup in Paris by De Gaulle to try the plotters of the abort,’ e be computed. Dean Cummings
said.
April, 1961, revolt in Alaiers.
NEUTRALS PRESSING FOR NUCLEAR TEST II SN
GENEVA (UPII -Neutral states at the 17 -nation disarmament
conference met yesterday to study a possible compromise hid to break
the East-West nuclear test ban deadlock.
Neutral delegation sources said the eight may propose a total
of five on -site inspections each year to pallet a test ban treat
halfway between the latest Western demand for seven and the Soviet
offer of a maximum of three.
Yesterday’s one-hour meeting was the second of a private weekly
series called by the neutrals to cliscusa developments at the eonference and plot future strategy.
GUATEMALA CALLS FOR STIFFER MONROE DOCTRINE
WASHINGTON i UPD -Guatemala asked the United States yesterday to redefine the Monroe Doctrine in stiff new terms to force
the Soviet Union and "European colonialists- to abandon Latin
America.
Foreign Minister Jesus Unda-Mitrillo advanced the proposal in
Right on CAmpusan unprecedented speech before the Council of Ministers ’if the 20.
nation Orennization of American States
He urged OAS governments to join the United States in repairing what he called ’cracks in the Monroe Doctrine and the inter -
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=merit.
Registrant’s Reprieve?
A new regc-ii Arun protedore. inaugurated reeentlti at the
ler consideration
inisersity of California at Berkeley and
at the I. nisersity of California at 1.05 Angeles. may insert a
ray of hope for SP.; students.
For titans years students of large institutions have wasted
thousands of man hours during registration. not to mention
gaining flat feet. shattered nenes. and a hopeless case of
melancholia alien thet, step to the desk of their major field
and fat, that well known sign. "CLASS CLOSED. at Berkeley was forced to recogiiize the fact that its
registration system was outmoded when registration nearly
turned into a full-fledged riot. Forced to take some type of
action. it came tip aith an ingenious answer. now under
consideration h I. CLA. registration by mail.
Contemplate it: instead of four hour?, in line, a frantic
scribbling of your life story on 12 cards and a mad dash to
stand in line for elapses, the student has the alternative of
sitting at a quiet desk at the place of his choosing, with a
cup of coffee, a cigarette and hours of time, if he wishes.
All of this for wils lite rents postage!
H. S.

Zbe Column
By GEORGE MARTIN

CULTURE COMES TO HAROLD’S
It had to happen sooner or later, friends, and it has. Actually,
two things have happened; one, the thing that I shall devote the
remainder of this column to, and the other being, of course, that
since I am the only news source in the whole world to report this
great story, I have scooped the rest of the Daily, the Merc-News,
the San Francisco papers, the Trib (Oakland), the Trib (Redwood
City), the New York Times, and both wire services, not to mention
the rest of the nation’s press.
Ah, it’s a good feeling.
But, in the pilfered words of Max Schulman, I digress.
The hot scoop is that a real, live, bearded folk musician, complete with banjo, will be appearing this morning between 11:15 and
12:15 at Harold’s, one of San Fernando Street’s plush sandwichoriented eateries.
In my opinion, this is a very healthy thing, and I think it
would be very nice if it started a trend.
Think of how much more fun buying sandwiches would be if
you knew that when you walked into the shop, your ears would
be serenaded by the driving beat of an entertaining folk trio, or
perhaps even the more subtle rhythms of a small jazz combo. The
situation could have many advantages, both for students and owners of sandwich shops.
From the student point of view, what hard-working Spartan,
exhausted from extensive hours of painstaking study, wouldn’t welcome the thought of buying sandwiches in a shop which provides
music with its mayonnaise? Think also, of sitting out in front of
the shops, eating a pastrami on rye and chewing to the beat of
"Rock About My Saro Jane," or in a less ambitious vein, drinking
ginger ale to "Where Have All the Flowers Gone?" The possibilities
are staggering.
The system has advantages for the shop owners, too. Customers desiring "the best seats," would have to keep buying sandwiches to stay in the buildinga feature which would probably
increase profits quite a bit. In fact, the thing could grow --so much
so that the entertainment might become the big drawing card,
instead of the sandwiches.
Imagine huge theater marquees, set up along San Fernando
Street, displaying slogans such as, "The Big Dipper presents The
Kingston Trio singing Ella Fitzgerald," or "Happy Harold’s presents the U.S. Sixth Army Chorus ’Singing Along With Hap,’" or
"Dottie’s, Tonight Only! The Entire Population of Red China
Reciting the Works of Li Po!"
Remember, when it happens, you read it here first.

Goldovsky Opera Performs Tomorrow
pA jl.
by Viet 01 11..
phed the original material for
Verdes opera -Rigoletto." to be
performed tomorrow evening at
8:15 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The plot centers on Rigoletto,
a hunchbacked court jester, the
terrible curse he lives with anti
his lovely daughter Gilda.
The opera opens with a brief,
effective prelude that creates an
ominous atmosphere, suggesting
the tragedy that is to follow.
Act I is set in a great hall in
the palace of the Duke of Mantua. A ball is in progress. The
music is festive.
In a -bouncy aria the Duke
comments on the women he has
wooed and declares "This one,
that one, they’re all the same
to me.- The aria at once establishes the character of the
libertine duke.
INTERRUPTION
The festivities are interrupted
by an old courtier, Monterone,
who denounces the Duke for
seducing his daughter. Rigoletto seizes the opportunity and
does a satirical impersonation
of Monterone.
Monterone is furious and
curses fligoletto who falls to his
knees frightened and horrorstricken.
As Act II opens Rigoletto is
musing on the curse in front
of his house when he is cornered
by a professional assassin who
offers his services to kill the
Duke. Rigoletto accepts and in
a monumental scene compares
himself to the killer in the
monologue "We are equal."
His mood brightens mis his
daughter Gilda enters and there
follows one of Verdi’s greatest
duets. Rigoletto, fearful that the
courtiers might try to take revenge on him, cautions Gilda
not to let anyone enter the
house. He leaves and the Duke,
who Gilda has secretly been
meeting, enters and a love scene
follows.
IDENTITY
The Duke, however, has not
revealed his true identity to the
naive Gilda. After he leaves
Gilda sings her aria "Dearest

Name." a number that has been
spoiled by vain sopranos since
the opera’s first performance.
The curse seems to be working. however. for the courtiers,
with Rigoletto’s aid, succeed in
kidnapping Gilda. Rigoletto, who
had been blindfolded. cries "Ali,
the curse," as the act ends.
In the third act, Rigoletto
confronts the cotirt iers and
pleads for mercy. Gilda is
brought to him. She confesses
her guilt in a pitiful aria that
is touching and tragic. The act
closes in a rousing, brilliant
duet. Rigoletto vowing vengeance on the Duke, Gilda pleading for mercy.
Act IV takes place outside
the inn where Rigoletto has arranged for the assassin to kill
the Duke. Gilda is with him and
they see the Duke making love
to Maddalena.
QUARTET
The contrasting emotions of
Rigoletto. Gilda, the Duke and
Maddelena are woven into the
great quartet, probably the finest piece of ensemble writing
in all opera.
The quartet is preceded by
the Duke’s aria "Women Are
Fickle." a number to have significance later in the act.
Gilda and Rigoletto are planning to leave Mantua, but Rigoletto first completes his plans
for the murder of the Duke.
Gilda overhears his plans and
after her father’s exit, sacrifices her own life for the faithless Duke.
Her body is put in a sack,
which Rigoletto claims. He cries
joy and vengeance. But just
then the Duke’s earlier aria is
heard in the distance.
The jester is stunned. Who is
in the sack? He rips it open and
is horror stricken. His daughter
is near death from the asseas.
sin’s knife.
Before she dies she promises
to wait for him in Heaven. The
opera reaches a tragic beauty
in the final duet between father
and daughter.
Gilda dies and Rigoletto is
broken. He sobs wildly.
The curse has been fulfilled.
B.F.

COSTUME FOR A DUKE

HOME FRONT PROBLEM
So long as he had the Algerian
war to worry about, De Gaulle
was able to remain fairly aloof
from the problem and leave it in
the hands of his experts.
The French government is the
nation’s largest single employer
and it is the unions in the stateowned industries who now are
ready to make their bid.
In the state -run coal mines,
some 230,000 workers have

scheduled a two-day walkout for
March 1 and 2. It is possible they
will be joined by nearly 500.000
others on the state-run railroads
and in the state-run gas and
electricity industries.
The De Gaulle government has
appealed to private employers to
limit wage increases to 4 per
cent per year. But France has a
labor shortage and the pressure
of demand has in some eases
forced wages up to more than
twice the government ceiling.
This is the prosperity in which
the government workers now demand they be allowed to participate.
BITTER OVER GUNS
They are supported by the
Communists, who demand that
savings resulting from the end
of the Algerian war be pumped
into wages instead of new armament.
De Gaulle’s determination to
protect French agriculture was
a prominent factor in his veto of
British membership in the European Common Market.
Agriculture remains the largest industry In France, but it
operates at an efficiency below
that of its neighbors. The government is pushing a program of
modernization and Is attempting
to siphon off a sizable portion
of farm workers into industry.
Solutions to the problems of
labor and agriculture are necessary if the wage-price spiral is
not finally to wipe out the economic miracle of France.

KNOWN TO MANY as "Mr.
Opera- for his weekly interfrom
commentaries
mission
New York’s Metropolitan Opera
House, Boris Goldovsky is the
founder and artistic director of
the Goldovsky Grand Opera
Theater. His company of 50,
full orchestra and chorus, will
present Verdi’s ’Rigoletto’ on
campus tomorrow.

A DRAFTMAN’ S IDEA of what the main scenery for Act 1 of
-Rigoletto" will look like is pictured above. Encompassing all
the frill of the mid -nineteenth century, Boris Goldovsky took
personal pride in seeing that colors and styling are perfect,
making another exciting demonstration of grand opera as living
theater.

Ever Attend an Opera?
Now’s the Opportunity
Are you one of the many students who has never been enchanted by the magic of an
opera?
If so, you will get your first
chance tomorrow night at 8:13
when Giuseppe Verdi’s famed opera, "Rigoletto," is staged in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The performance, free to all
students, will be presented in
English by the Goldovsky Grand
Opera Theater company. Tickets
must be picked up in advance at
the Student Affairs Business Office, T1116.
According to the Christ ian
Science Monitor, the perform-

snce Is a "fresh event in American artistic history .
an absolute novelty."
Dr. Ruth Lavare, faculty
member of the Spartan Programs committee which is sponsoring the event, has urged all
students to attend.
"It would be a perfect initiation into the rites of opera for
the student who has never seen
one," she said.
Linda Jones, student chairman
of the Spartan Programs committee, has suggested that students get their tickets early.
’There is sure to he a caparity
crowd," she said.
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and
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most of them pretty
uninspifs
mostgote
no fbythnerniodernrintreauieine’
But "Rigoletto" was cheerer.
First of all, Verdi had iiMott
that contained real
drafts
punch. The story of the hureh
back jester works up to a cies
of power and horror era! !,
been unknown before in
opera.
econdly, Verdi Was able.
never before, to rise to the sf
n:e
ndsmuosfic
his
of libretto
ta
p
di
m
intensebrc
power, music or beauty, rnesel
greatness.
It would be difficult to
pointpin
the highlight of the ore,
Verdi’s score contains a surtn
sion of great arias, duets
ensembles that crowd each g
of the opera to the kayin
point.
From the first notes if r
mood -setting prelude to tha,*.
ing of the haunting duet tha
closes the opera. "Riutilette"i
a work of mastery and effeetio
ness that even later cletio,,c,
seldom equalled.
A number of anecdote, s
round the opera. Verdi is said
have composed it in 40 days.
During rehearsals the let
tenor complained because a
aria for the last act had not ye
been given to him.
Verdi has cumoixsed the tilt
but kept it a seeret because ii
knew it would he immediatel
"catchy" was afraid if the mel
ody became known he would I
accused of being a tune steals
Finally o n the day I if the fa
performance, Verdi gave his te
(c:perarth.e aria which became di
most familiar number in et
Verdi also had trouble sit
censors. Too often his libretti
had political undertones. "Rip
letto" showed all too clearly it
corruption of the nehility ad
the censors demanded a no
ber of changes before NI
would remit the ’,peril

Tickets Available
For Goldovsky
Opera ’Rigoletto’

Spa2tanaily

THE DUKE’S COSTUME was planned with care for exactness
and authenticity. All costuming for the "Rigoletto" opera were
painstakingly sketched. Color schemes were chosen for their
attractiveness for a modern audience.

INI
It) BOB P
Verdi’s "Rigulc t t,, has been
one of the wonders of the operatie world since its first performance 112 years ago in 1851.
It is one of the few works in
the history of opera that has
known immediate :mit lusting
success.
"Rigoletto" was the opera that
firmly established Verdi’s reputation as Italy’s leading dramatic composer of the middle 19th
century.
It was the opera that made it
known that Verdi’s apprentice
days were over. "Rigoletto"
bears the stamp of genius at its
heights.
It was the opera that paved
the way for the later, masterful Verdi’s works such as "La
Traviata," "Aida" and the lust

ACT I SETTING

"Chere ate lots of ticket.
available for students for "Ri140letto," stated the Student Affairs Business off ice. "Tickets
for students are free with an
ASB card and $1.50 for the
public."
The Goldovsky Grand Opera
company’s product ion of "Rigoletto" will be on campus in Morris Dailey Auditorium Thursday
evening at 8:15.
Prepared by Boris Goldovsky,
known to listeners of the Metropolitan Opera Broadcast "Opera
News of the Air." the Verdi
opera marks the fifth national
tour of this ciimpany.

Creeping Inflation
Bothering De Gaulle
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
A large portion of President
Charles de Gaulle’s continuing
popularity among the French
people is his undisputed claim
that they never had it so good.
French incomes are going up.
Economically, the country is developing faster than Germany
and more than twice ISS fast as
either the United States or Britain. There is a healthy surplus
of exports over imports.
France. once the sick man of
Europe, now is the strong man.
But there also is a problem
which could drastically alter the
picture.
The problem is creeping inflation, which has seen the cost of
living jump 5.3 per cent in the
last year and 17 per cent since
De Gaulle devalued the French
franc in 1959.
The result is that individual
Incomes barely have kept pace
with increasing prices and in
some cases have fallen considerably below them.

Immediate Success,
’Rigoletto’ Still Lovec

Victor Hugo Supplies Plot
Of Cursed Hunchback

Staged.

"Rigoletto- will I.
.1,
tomorrow evening
Goldovsky Grand Opera ’Fheate
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The opera will be sung s
English by a company of 5e
According Co the studio’
fairs business office in TH16;
ifwewriotnnickaentsce.still remain fort

YOUNG AMERICAN CONDUCTOR, Edward Alley, has
been connected with the Goldovsky company since 1960
when he was appointed Associate Conductor, In 1962 he
was named Tour Director and
Conductor for the 1962-1963
season. Alley is widely known
for his conducting of the Seventh Army Symphony on their
annual tours of Western Europe, including three successful concerts at the Brussels
World’s Fair. He was awarded
the U.S. government Commendation Medal in 1960 because
of this work.

Students and faculty .
able to get tickets flee ot
upon presentation of an
faculty identification raie

Write’ 3 Movies
Elizabethans
Titles of threv ovempor.,.1
movies come from the writeil
I
of the Elizabethan period
England. "The World, the Flel
and the Devil" and "For Wn,,the Bell Tolls" are front
PI:
works of John Donne.
coins
John Milton’s "Lycidas"
Woliel
the title of Thomas
"Look Homeward. Angel."

SACKED OUT

make
A STICKLER for dramatic credibilit in his efforts to
Amer
twentieth century
opera exciting, living theater for
GoldovskY G"!,4
audience, Boris Goldovsky (I.), director of the
of the
Opera Theater, gives special instructions to two out of the
Goldovsky is insistent that the soprano’s feet stickboots for th,e
sack so that Rigoletto can mistake Gilda’s riding Gildisko:
cavalry boots worn by the Duke. The lacing over
as to per
he points out, must also be arranged in such a way and veli’S
Rigoletto to uncover his daughter’s head rapidly
fumbling before the audience.
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Need Help With Those Essay Exams? See the Writing .enter
VedSF
Veal.
10

19,

Unin,

tt$ (HESTER LANDIS
:itcd about that terra pit’
I lie in May? Or about es\(m5 which begin stain? It
..re, and if your reason is
that you do not understand your
subject don’t bother to read any
further; this article can’t help
you. But if you know your material, and your sole fear is that
eannot adequately express
-elf in writing, then read on:

It’ll,’,’., citing for you.
’’’hi Ilun awaits you at Sim
Jose StitIv’s Writing Center, loeated in TH30. There, from a
a.m. to 3 p.m. daily, three English instructors separate students
from their writing faults.
NOT FORMAL
There is no formal enrollment.
at the center. which prior to
last fall arts known as the Writing (lira, About two-thirds of
the student, ash. study there are
referred by instructors or advisers, but any SJS student may
walk in any time and request
assistance.
All instruction is based on the
student’s maxis, and is effected
by at laboratory method. Students receive individual counseling to determine their writing
faults, then ts rcuing exercises are
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prescribed to correct ilea, siie
pita: weaknesses.
What is the inost frequent
fault which students seek to cot:recta "For a long time," said
Mrs. Lois T. Henderson, assoeiate profeaster of English, "most
students complained that spelling was their chief weaknes,
This has not been true of Isle
the difficulty has been the ;
ganization of pawls and
type 4X tin,

I enter’s staff are the first to
11,11 ’
.
st i
1.11,1
h.’
admit that they cannot always
’
work miraeles Mrs. Henderson I,
Ire elee Leiter ease the eentera
stresses’ the importance ot the r staff eannot do anything further
student to want to correct his
for the student Ni, one is etrernwriting deficiencies- If the WE’
pelted to attend the center Ana son wants to improve," she said,
one may discontinue. his studies
"these can be striking improveat any time without penalty.
_ _ . other than the probability that
-;-----rvV,...,-grve.-"nrws,,,,,,,iirrir:aeha; writing deficiencies will
IT
continue.
The center’s staff helps ape
proximately 300 students easel,
H semester Maiest fiu per cent are
upper division and graduate slit
le
Ey CAROL r,WENSEN
aociety Editor

corn- back improved "
"Students ale continually
amazed that the college cares
enough about the individual student’s problems to offer such a
demanding service."
"You work miracles!"
But members Oi the Writing

ithglIlItt.MENTS S 51(5
Soule students require wile, a
few visits to the center to
move writing deficiencies, falls
Henderson notea. Most do not
require help for more than one’
semester Of her s, part icularly
foreian students, may require
longer perirxls of instruction.
The success of the Writing
Center is attested by the mass
of testimonials which it has received from the faculty and administration. Some typical comments:
"I have never sent a student to the clinic who did not

’Twilight Concert’
Extends Program;
--Berloiz Tonight

1

lex Tot

0

ENROLL ME IN BEACH 1 A
I I i,
is seen those students walking ;enamel campus lee:, I
a eel 1.1111 glow that they’ve gotten by catching a few rays el.’, a
at Santa Cruz? I have, and I’m very enviou.s.
It looks like an epidemic of spring fever is about to sweep our
dear ole state. Teams of profs will attempt to stamp it out but they
don’t understand that holding classes only three days a week Ls the
only germ fighter known. Leaving out Monday and Friday classes
would allow students four days to fight the battle. (Rah!’
I have just a few suggestions that might help. Why not add
is class called Beach IA7 This would be a five-unit class held :et
either Santa Cruz or Carmel. The bookstore might add its assist:, rp.,
with the epidemic by opening a branch store so that bitten studefet
could purchase new, disease-free sportswear.
Also a special sale on sun lamps would he just the thing far
those students who are unable to bask under the seen. End of aea
an es I ions and back to the column.
MARRIAGES
Site Jordan, Alpha Chi Omega, junior elementary education
Heir from Lafayette, to Dick Buehler, Phi Sigma Kappa, SPOlOt*
me:stria! management major farm San Leandro.
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Cafe

"CONCERT IN EllEO"

NOW SEE AND HEAR THIS GREAT ORCHESTRA AND
CHORUS IN PERSON - PRESENTED WITH THE AID
OF A SPECIALL INSTALLED $30,000.00 STEREO
SOUND SYS1 ERA

Sat.,
San

Mar. 16-8:30
at
Jose Civic Aud.

TICKETS 450. 3.75, 3.00 225
San Jose Ben Office, Ste. Claire Hotel
Phone CY 5-0888 For Information

Goldovsky Grand Opera Theater
presents

I . the. program will begin l\
Fantastame" Is Berlioz. Other SelPVt ions will inelude "The Overture
to Act III" from the opera
Lohengrin, by Wagner, Prokofieff’s "Classical Symphony," Dchussy’s "Nuages, and Fetes,"
and Bartok’s "Concerto for Orchestra."
Namba includes works by
many of the old masters of
classical music in his programs.
and Brahms, Bach, and Mozart
are regular fare, along with the
more modern music of Saint
Saens and Manuel de Falla. Twilight Concert is on the air each
evening at 6:00 p.m. at 90.7 me,

Verdi’s Majestic Opera

KSJS Log

RIG OLETTO
sung

90.7 Mc.
Wednesday, February 27, I863

in English by a company of 50

Thursday, February 28
8:15 p.m.

Morris Dailey Auditorium

Students and Faculty Free with ASB cards
Tickets Available at Tower Hall 16

4:24
4:27
4:30
143
Ill
5:05
6:00
8:00
8:15

Sign On
Program Highlights
News
Spartan Show
Doctor, Tell Me
Aperitif
Your Twilight Concert
News
News: The Ethical
Dimension
8:30 Highlights
8:34 Sign Off
HIGHLIGHTS:
Doctor, Tell Me Do Doctors Ida ay’s Age es on a Diagnosis?
News: The Ethical Dimension:
The first in a series of NAEB
programs which places current
events within an ethical context,

7TOWNE CY
3 0 60
1433 The Alameda
’’WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS"
Peter Sellers
"An Alligator Named Daisy"
Li anna Dort and Donald Sindon

CCEATEME
400 South First St.
’TOO MANY CROOKS"

St eienegar, Alpha Chi Omega, senior kindergrie e
te
rofejor from San Mateo, to Jan Ellis. Alpha I
-ale-,, and industrial management major liana
eree ,
ee aa
,e, I heir wedding date.
al a I e.,
Jae, I "dam faelepa Della, junior physical education major
from San fear.. a, Chrk Deutsh, Sigma Phi Epsilon, former STS
student now e ape aed o .1M10EX in Redwood City, from San
le
The weeldina
s’ et .,1 V. 1111 r. r II, Alpha Chi Omega, junior elemental).
GM 111;4 or,
to I lit a’ Daughtery, senior business major front the
Vila easily
S.enta Clara. Both are from Latayette. The wedding
v.:, held Jan 21;
EN( AG EMENTS
Teri Croxall. Alpha Chi Omega. senior recreation majeer 1,-ean
Tiburon, to Mike Mister, senior recreation major from Cupertino.
The wedding is planned for June 7.
Francis Banister, sophomore political science major from Oak
land. to John Hendricks, junior social science major from Los
Gatos, A June wedding is in the offing.
Beth Hepburn, Alpha Phi, senior elementary education major
from Palos Verdes. to Gill Cyester, Alpha Tau Omega, senior twainess and pre -dental major from San Mateo. June 15 is the date.
s’ierolyn

EINNINGS
Cindy Walker, Gamma Phi Beta, freshman journalism major
from Saratoga, to John McDonald, Sigma Nu, senior business management major from Milbrae.
Pam Gustin, Kappa Alpha Theta, sophomore elementary education major from San Jose, to Bruce Heskett, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, sophomore English major from San Jose.
Sue BrarLshaw, Kappa Kappa Gamma, sophomore biology major
from Martinez, to Les Cox, Sigma Nu, senior accounting main.
from Laguna Beach,
Barbara Clark, Alpha Chi Omega, junior interior decoration
major from Indio, to Roy Barbatti, Sigma Phi Epsilon, junior erlacation major from Saratoga.
KAPPA DELTA INITIATION
Kappa Delta recently initiated the following pledges: Sue
Anderson. Jacque Miller, Carol laernhatatt, Sharon Latimer, Donnie
Maher and Mantle Wilson, Miss Miller was selected the out,tanding pledge.
lf
BIG LYRE FINALISTS
under \\%ly
is
well
contest
Lyre
Omega
Big
Chi
Alpha
The
The 10 finalists are as follows: Gary Pyle, Mike Davis, Terry T.-.
Mike Freed, Jim Baugh, Gene Tienken, Rodger Oswald. llama
Pauley and Bruce Wiseman. The winners will be announced at the
Big Lyre dance to he held at La Rinconada Golf and Country Chili
during March.
NEW INITIATES HONORED
Sigma Kappa’s fall semester pledge class was honored Sunday
with a banquet. New actives include: Toni Tom.sic, Sue Baireuther,
Ann Carr. Stephanie (’herb’. Carrie Grundman, Claudia Hughes.
Kathy Klinefelter, Donna Lohse, Pam Neumeister, Nancy Rollo
Bobbie Trigueiro, Lawrie Werner and Bonnie Willes.
AOI’l LEADERS SELECTED
Alpha Omicron Pi recently installed its officers for 1963. The
officers are as follows: Barbara Madsen. president: Diane Brea:sell.
vice president: Diane Madsen, standards chairman; Dori- kl.e.a.
ensen, scholarship chairman; and Trudi Friend. treasurer.
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Take a study break
Go to o movie
tonight!

"DIAMOND HEAD"
iv,th Charlton Heston
and
Yvette Mimi,
"When The Girls Take Over"
Jackie Coogan
and
True Ellison
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Soft Body Prem Wave
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shampoo, and set ... 7.95
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EUROPE ’63
Third Annual

SUMMER FLIGHT

June 18
Sept. 3

Depart: S.F. to London
Return: Paris to S.F.

$39 9

00
Total Cost
Per Person

Via Super DC 7-C Luxury Aircraft
Complimentary In -Flight blot Meals
Certificated Scheduled Carriers Only
Your Group
Professor
Organiser
Manuel Partheniades

SPACE IS LIMITED

NOW!
RESERVE
Daytime: 295-4025

CALL
Nights: CY 2-2293 or AN 9-3006
493 E. SANTA CLARA ST. AT 11th

ATTENTION
EUROPE 63-TRIPSTERS
6 tnits-College Credit

J1).o()I.N1 . 11R (:11.-1111’ER

PRICE INCLUDES:
All Meals
6 Weeks At The University of Paris
Twin Accommodations
Tuition
Tours
Many Extras
CallProf.
IA.ngvel
An Authorized Organizer
CY 4-6414 X 2640: 354-9292
CY 5-1311

49.3..E.,SANTA CLARA ST. AT 11TH
1r
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"SUSAN SLADE"
"MISFITS"
"THE YOUNG SAVAGES"
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"PHAEDRA"
Melina Mercouri
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custrunan mussed both attempts
and the hysterical Santa Clara
team paraded coach Dick Garibaldi off the court in a wave of
jubilation
The margin of sir -tart %tits
supplied by- guaal Tt.I.1
who nanished in four straight
throus in the final minute.
and Jor %% etso. to Imo r,...-i5rd
t
for what turned out to be
the a inning heiskot on .4
tending oall azairod Usk’ c. -115.-c
011ie- Johnson uith ’nl, 17 at-cond. remaining.

Saida Clam. (*SF *ad Idle St.
Mary’s aa
deadlocked with
identical 7-2 league slate..
Vict,iy
did not oorne to th,
Broncos until of...er !he final buzzer as Don guard Huey Thomas
WAS fouled in the act of shooting
when the last beL,Dri was ticked
Dirranutoe reserve guard Dan
oft the scoreboard.
Belluornim ahnrso pulled it out of
The usua4 reiLab’e USF backthe blaze by sinking a lay -in sot’
being fouled. However. Bello rt-..-.
failed on the charity stripe to ....CARS AVAILABLE
the stage for Thcrnas’ moment of
To Be Driven To Oregon
dis.aster.

Your Pet’s Dept. Store

1280 The

Heavy -Duty Workouts
Keeps King Slender

- Broncos Nip Dons;
Tie for WCAC Lead

/
Special
Jam

Sunday

Sessions

-finite personal handicap--as far
s wrestlers are concerned -eating
Liz weight soars like a balloon if
e doesn’t watch it, and he generIly doesn’t.
And so explains why the stocky
’.anta Cruz junior has to wrestle
roen to nine three minute rounds
sod run an average Of two miles
ally. With all this strenuous ex.
:rise. he still refrains from eatim
he night before a match in orde:
3 scale 147 pounds at weigh in

By DAVE NEWHOUSE
The best thing to do upon six>:
tint; Warren King, San
ondefeated

wrestler.

Jose State
he’

when

running through the streets of Sa
:ose s aist to wave and rirn
oght
For to stop and offer hint a
lift ttould make 4.15 catch Hugh
hair
g:.-y-thatihed
Murata ’s
stand up on end.

.Nosr
rnrvol

%Port
WARREN KING
. unbeaten vaporer

King. who’s untouched so fa
this year in ten meets has foun
nat wrestling interferes with

tered four players in the fresiiroar
The. are Jack La Fever
George Kraft, Jeff Coupe and Tort’
Spence.
In doubles competition. La Fever
still be teamed with Kraft. ant
Coupe with Spence.
The Spartan. begin their regular seaton Tuesday, s’. hen they
play host to Santa Clara_ Matches still begin at 2:30 pin.
Last year. the SJS tennis squad
lost to only three schools. Stanford, which they beat in a return
match. Cal. one of the top teams
in the nation. and CSC. which was
rated the best.
*
*
*
VARSITY TENNIS SCHEDULE
TIME
TEAM CITY
DATE
Feb 27 AI Colt Ineertel Drete,ey 1.00 o
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King took a fourth at last
soars Pacific Coast Inten-ollegHis mils
Chanipimhipa
rosoon for going back thin. %t inter. in his words, is to win the
I47 -pound

3

A

WCAC

-

S.;
SJ

0
0

"It gives rne a stronger psychological ads antage to stork up
an early- lead. Once ahead. I
hate a chance to slacken m,.
tempo and pace myself against
mt opponent-Kim: points out from experieno,
that the wrestler’s desperate moments comes when he’s behind and
striving to regain lost ground.
The 21 -year-old accounting major turned to wrestling as a sophomore at Santa Cruz high. He explains it this way. "I couldn’t makthe basketball team."
Todd Likens, his high school tuI tor. worked long hours with King
who responded by winning to.
1CCAL-A 137 -pound titles.

to,

A301P mad Iles al a ter

call 368-4259
(

1,

15-SPEED

.

[EKES

from S76.90
CUPERTINO
BIKE SHOP

One

Am/ cehice

"WORK
OF
AP"
.I
Sweaters &

Our

Specialty’

DISCOUNT W!TH ASS CARD

Art Clcanors
398 E. Santo Clara

King aaa a defenahr halfback
in foathall and kept his springs
busy as a high Jumper (5-10 was
hi-i best) and relay tiutn on tit-track tear=

r

A a
Xp

Wrestlers Top Santa Clara;
: Face Crucial Ashland Trip

r

-I feel I have -the necessaio
trength to take my division." adklr,g. oho emphasized that
:cod reflexes, desire and know,idge of many holds are far more,
mportant to a weather than just
mute strength.
King’s match plans always calls
!or a quick take down early in th,
first period. This early advantage
according to King. forces Moon Nits into taking the offensie and
thereby committing errors throuoh
wer-anxiousness.

214C,

Ar

All new 7963 CCrs at
wholesale price::

one.

Racquetmen To Vie
In NorCal Tourney

The Broncos widened their slim
32-31 halftime lead to eight points.
!his afternoon. an i
Beginr.....
56-48, late ix the game and apeared to be well on their way, continuino through Saturday the
a-hen star forward Gene Shields San Jose State tennis squad will
.Huled out with four minutes re - be competing in the ’Northern
California Intercollegiate tourna7142=g.
ment in Berkeley.
With Shields out. the Dons
According to SJS Coach Arra
-e-ked away at the Bronco lead
Butch, Krikorian. the University
Lrid cio6ed the gap to 60-59 when
of California. last year’s champion.
Johnson converted a tip-in with a
will be favored to retain its title.
little over a minute on the clock.
Stanford is expected to finish in
The score was tied twelve times
second place, with San Jose likely
during the contest and changed
to finish third
hands on ten different occasions.
Richard Drake, Gordon Stroud,
Forward Dave Lee. filling in for
the injured Dick Brainard. played Stillaon Judah. Bob Adam a,
Larry Draper. and Rii-hard Go forty minutes for the Doris and led
gat ’sill repreaent the Spartans
all pointmakers with 20. while
Iii Oh.- tournament. aays Kriteammate Johnson was close bekorlan.
hind with 17.
Stroud. Adams and Judah are
Shields pitched in 16 for the winreturnees from last year’s squad.
ners. while Joe Weiss and LeP.oy
which won eleven matches and
Jackson had 12 apiece and Joe
lost four.
Meagher accounted for 11.
Drake. who is seeded sixth in
USF’s mighty freshman quint the tourney, is a transfer from
racehorsed to an easy 89-66 tri- Santa Monica City College. Draper
umph over the Bronco frosh in the is from City College of San Franpreliminary tilt. It was the 17th cisco. while Gugat transfer red from
win in 18 outings for the talented Cabrillo.
Don yearlings.
For doubles play. Stroud will
RUSS Gurnina. all Northern Caliteam so ith Drake.
aith
fornia prep of the year last season.
Judah. and Draper with Gugat.
paced the winners with 22 markers.
The tournament soul he run on a
single eliminatian basis
VARSITY BOX SCORE
.r.e
SAN’A CLAAA (IA/
USF 165.
TP Nen,
FS FT TP
FE FT
I 4-5 16 I Tho441
S...,
er sr
4 44 12 Lie
0 4-4
Jachoo
5 24 12 JeMasen
5 71
4 SI I 1.6.
0.1
ue
6 Ala.....
I 03
C. e9-4
II
Tno.nas 2 54
006300S 1.1 II
v.aneor eh 3 1.1
goliatom,ni 2 0.1
- - ’tee s
25 ’6-22 14 Totals
24 17.32 66
enaeu
rlarft.nee score: Sonia Cl.,. 32, USF ii,
their dual ro
- wah eMpbasis
NIondaj nin.lo, thumpino
visitino Santa Clara 31-5 in the
Men’s Gym,
The SJS mat monsters lost
only face against the Brourtn..
WhO gas* the Spartans their
final competitite aorkout prior
to Fridat’s opening of the Pa rifle toast Interisalegiate
In Ashland. Ore.
San Jose Si,e finished with a
dual record of 5-t3. which included
three losses where a Spartan pin
could har.e turned defeat in to
victory.
But. the local matmen had top
.ndividual performances and December’s
Not them
California
championship trophy to almost
overshadow their sub-.500 season.
ho
Warren King
’ Oed up

SNIT- THF

CtAt

2.

!ILL

Niumby.
SJS
xarsity coach
’ waited patiently as King traveie.
ror to’age
through his freshman season won
only or.e
in dual meet a ’tivity. He has wrestled almost es elusively as a 147-pounder sine L.Aoltor,
arriving at San Jose State.

1.r:tat *.ict
against
"I was younger than most on tn.:,
the Bron
o
one draw. team and therefore had to Ivor’,
Km4 had an 11-1 ,ead oefcre pin- that much harder to prove m
ning John Carson In the third self.- is how he explains his SO period.
’cessful transition from frosh
Chet Belknap. in the 161 varsity competition.
pound
reiorded a second
’Coach Mumby helped me itperi041
in oter Br -n,’,, Pote -rut
out most of my mistake,
Parrish, Art B.-att. 1131 -pounds,
oest fault being my es,
pinner
’s Angie Intreri, also underneath an opponent.
in the second stanza.
King has only a draa to mar
Cliff Olson decisioned Rick Farhis 1952-63 recant a aleh tam.
asyn 5-1 and Don Anderson and
out of his %%eight elms (131
Jim Noon V, ere forfeit ictors to
pounds, against Oregon State.
account for the other SJS points.
King combines V. reS11 in: and
Anderson was runner-up. behind
King, as most successful grappler. studies with a 20-hour work week.
The burly heavyweight posted a After graduation in June 1964, he
season mark of six wins, one loss plans to tour Europe and crimple!,
and two draw: }Ps only setback his military set-vice he-fore settling
down in the Bic: Area as an a
came on a ,
couniant.
Noon. in the I71 -pound xt.,ght
elass, had a fi-1.1 revord. so hilo
John Um and Olson each it,..
fur link-s.
Tr, Si..,:ians leave tarrorr.a
’ T the two-day fiasco at -S,:’
regon College. Last Yeal
S ’
’rase State placed third

so, Fidelity Union Life’
ilnsurance Componi,
Jock w

Pect.cry
Kee 100S.,v
J.r1 Hoo.
- .
3 356 S’. -r-.
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Nothing rasher for your hair than g aaaaa . Let Vitali’
with V-7 keep your hair neat
daywithout rease.
Neurally V is the greaseless grooming discovery !Malts rpm
V-70 hghts embarrasung dandruff, prevents dryness. keeps yo..ir
ban neat an day vnthout grease Try Vales today You’ll like it!
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Baseballers Open Slate L
Against Cal Bears Today
Sala Jose State’s baseball team
traiels to Berkeley this afternoon
to play the University of California. It Will be the Spartans’ first
encounter of the season, while Cal
holds a previous lain over the University of San Francisco.
The two t CU in S met three
111.1... lust year. The Rears stun
an
Iii.’ first game, 4-3, Ng
Jest- State came has* with 7-6
and 8-I victories.
Spartan Coach Ed Sobezak has
released a probable starting lineup
fur the Cal contest.. Dick Buschini,
a newcomer to the team from City

S of
es

ES

Crest Pio Efflap

: College 1 San ralll’itie0, is due
to lead oft, playing right field.
Lon Ftornero will probably start
at second base, according to Robmak. Romero played in 35 games
for’ San Jose State last year. batting 276 in 76 trips to the plate.
Miles Yamamoto, who attended
SJS last year, but didn’t play, will
start in center field.
At third base. Sobczak will start
either Ken Takahashi or Gary
Vice. Takahashi played in 38 games
last year, hitting .321 in 106 at bats. He led the team in hits. 34,
runs scored, 28, walks, 27, and
tied Romero for the stolen base
leadership with 12.
Vice hit .245 in 32 glillles for
San Jose last year in 106 appearaneea at the plate. Argust

47 North First Street
Enioy smoking
Smoke a pipe!
And while you are shopping, try
one of our select blends of fine
imported or domestic tobacco. Just
right for th discriminating pipe
smoker.

OPEN
Monday
Thursday
Friday
TILL 9

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPMENT

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
1425 W. SAN CARLOS

CY 8-1212

erat

Smith, a transfer from i..aothill
College, will start in left field
for the Spartans.
Ron Lindeninan, who was one of
the leading hitters on the 1962
squad with a .324 average, will
start at shortstop. Lindenman
came to bat 71 times in 27 games.
Richard Green, a transfer from
El Camino, will be Sobczak’s starting catcher. Tom Van Amburg,
who batted .255 in 47 at -bats in’
22 games lust year, will play first
base.
Bill Dawson, one of three top
returning pitchers, is scheduled to
start on the mound. Dawson had
a 7-3 record last year, with a 4.10
earned -run average. According to
Sobczak, Dawson will ge four ini
nings or more.
"All ow..., bar, have 1w,-, ’oak_
km sharp," said Sadie/ilk, "but
we’re far f
reaching our peak
because we’ve had no coalmenlion. We are, however, far ahead
I of last year going into the first
gall’s-.e"
S
of the Cal players expected to give San Jose trouble
; are lettermen Bill Bowley, first
base; Dick Alton, second base; Al
Minden, last year’s leading hitter,
in center field; and Larry Colton,
right field.
, Sophomore football star Craig
, Morton will probably start in left
I field for the Bears.
Sobczak feels that, "Barring mlstakes, we should win our game
with Cal."

CrtIRTANT DXYTT-

’ Wednesday Feb 27 19(S1

Crippled (age Squad
Enjoying Idle Week

iL;11114.
Their ;. 1W -111i,
ing
i
slate, the Sparta’,
:
ing and rebounding
aard Dennis Bates.
Rates was eNeellent in leading
Th.the Spartans us ’’r the
6-4 trontroortnoara oralslo.s1 It
points and wrestled down sesCoach Stu Inman’s Spartans.
yet, -----eral
now 4-5 in %AA( pia v am! 12-9
I i e,-.1ir.,I
ant , on the season, still return to
;
conference action Mundav night in 21
ai a
against second-place St. Marv’s and
I I.. ;
In San Jose’s Civic Auditorium. est
Bales ha- 1 l.; it ’.424
The USF victory gave SJS the to iniured
Sun-.
!distinction of being the first team
have
defeated
every
other
conPhoto by Scott Turner Ito
ference opponent, either in WCAC
LOW GEAR starting motion is turned on here by froth track !action or during the Christmas
co -captain Ed Moody. The freshman speed merchant hit high
Tournament at". San Francisco.
gear on two occasions Saturday, winning the 100 and 220 sprints
With only three games remain in 9.7 and 21.1 against City College of San Mateo.
*
*
NAME
PG FT Reks TF A.q
Si 83 76 133 242
Slates
Yong*
21 72 41 90 115 St
St 75 24 99 182
Edwards
6
Robertson
IS Si SO 100 164 10
Sinss
17 NI 24 SOO 140 2
Janes;
21 31 35 441 97 46
Simpson
21 40 11 45 ’i 43
Labetich
21 31 34 43 96 46
Carpenter
14 4 10 17 18 I ri
5 1 4 5 6 1.2
Boggs
Dean Miller has reheated a for- San Mateo. He has a best two-mile Citta
7
4 I 1 4 3
mer group of average field men of 9:21.3 and a 2:09.3 1,000-yard Kearns
4 1 0 3 2
5
4 0 0 3 0
C
into storing potential, by concen- time which is well under the na- Fere.
----tratel weight training. Add to this tional frosh record of 2:15.6.
SJS TOTALS
21 458 110 1166 1226 58
Wondering how you’ll ever get
Garrison was second in the state oppoNEN 1,
seasoned running prowess and this
2 42,, 387 842 1213
’
ahead of financial woes?
year’s freshman track team should prep ranks for the 880 last spring
Life Insurance savings give you
at 1:52.8. The middle-distance ace
be a definite winner.
a head start on the future. Con
"Due to intensive weight train - recorded a 1:54.2 Saturday.
Cider the advantages of our
ing, we’ll now receive many points
Protected Savings Plan, the ideal
in the field events from men who
estate builder for the yowlp rran.
in
last
year’s
place
didn’t even
It combines low cost with, flesi
2)omesiic
bility to meet the etonorn,c
state high school meet," declared
changes
that are bound tci c-csur
Miller.
Speciatiiia
daring a lifetime.
We’re not going ill give up
It will profit you to do
e Fla
so essudll in these areas tr)
Body Repairs & Painting
insurance planning now
like
tteams u1 ke Cid mid Sanford
t
Insurance Work
you can gain by lower pren
hil% in the past."
Aluminum Work
Miller emphasized that spirit in
Free Estimates
Applications for softball officials
Of the 22 or 23 players who presently the only obstacle that
Guaranteed Workmanship
BEN REICHMLiT
turned out for the first day of could prevent the 1963 frosh aggre- are now being accepted, says Dan
CY 2-9099
4rn
2i0
Sar jc,e
practice with the San Jose State gation from equalling or surpassing Unruh, intramural director. AnyCY 7.5707
freshman baseball team, only three last year’s record.
one interested in acting as an um21a/, /3’
had experience in the infield, exHeading the list of freshmen
clusive of first base.
PAINT & BODY SHOP
are co-captains Ed Moody and Joe pire at softball games should apFROV’rp.E.i7 %"!...1TUAL
Our New Location
This IS the problem confront- Neff, John Garrison, Wayne Her- ply at the intramural office in
car,/
L’t
605 Sumo! At Sas,aker
ing coach Rill Gustafson, and, as men and Ken Dunn, a great de- the men’s gym.
San Jose
he puts it, "It’s hard to convert cathlon prospect.
Table tennis contestants are alplayers from the outfield."
Dunn is one of three shot put- lowed to play their games at any
This lack of infielders, coupled tern capable of clearing 50 feet. location they choose. First -round
with extreme depth at some posi- Richard Marks and Charles Hat, games must be played and scores
thins, gives Gustafson a team that raway are the other iron ball men, reported to the intramural office
is not well-balanced.
with Marks, Ken Good and Bob by Friday, Unruh announced.
"Depth in pitching is also lack- Akers combining with Dunn to
In the C league Monday, the
Dorolk CraN
ing," says Gustafson, "but never give the Spartababes four 150-foot
Police School defeated Markham
have I been so well fortified with discus men.
Hall. 36-35. Thanes topped the
catchers."
The mail jump has Gerry Travter Pink Horde, 48-16 in an E league
Saltirks Cream
Gustafson classifies himself as tfi--1), %still.. the pole vault field
contest.
"cautiously optimistic" in regard reads Jim Ream 114-01 and Nato
Contains Hormones idu, the nloq modern beauty
Several D league games were
to the hitting potential of his saueede 113-2r.
tlisem cries to help your compleibbri keeib pet..I
team. "The test of actual compeBoa Harris, at 23-6, tops a trio also played. The Beavers beat the
tition," he says, "will make the of 23-foot broad jumpers which Muffs. 31-28. AFROTC whipped
fresh,
radiantly youthful.
also includes Pat Moran and bas- the Pagoda Pigeons. 51-26, the
difference."
Rum
Runners
tripped
the
Hustlers,
Although the hitting does look ketaller Craig Fergus. Moran is
Only
better than it has with most of also a good hop, step and jump 30-22. and 545 Club beat the
his past teams. Gustafson claimed prospect, who won in Saturday’s Saints. 56-38.
At. the present time. Phi Sigma
that "The team will rise or fall City College of San Mateo meet
Kappa is leading the fraternity
according to the ’aching."
with a mark of 45-6.
I trial size jar Included
Gustafson says that there Is
Joe Alessandrini is a strong ham- league with a 7-0 record. They are
"spirited ri petition" at all pa- mer thrower, with experience in followed by Pi Kappa Alpha, 6-0;
at
%Mons except pitching, lie has the event. Previous SJS hammer- Alpha Tau Omega, 5-1; Theta Chi.
only five pitchers, and says, "All men have been taught the event 5-1; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 5-2;
Delta Upsilon, 3-3; Sigma Chi, 3-4;
are assured of seeing action."
only after entering the school.
&PO:o’er-CIAO
According to Gustafson, "The
Moody. the national high school Delta Sigma Phi. 2-5; Sigma Alpha
--.P.HARMACY
difficulty we usually have in corn- record holder in the 180-yard low Epsilon. 2-5; Theta Xi, 2-5: Lambe
Phoric 2?2.5502
518 Se. 10th St. at William,
peting with other freshman teams hurdles at 18.3, has already clocked Chi Alpha. 1-5; Sigma Nu, 1-5,
I is that they seem to have more impressive times of 9.7 and 21.1 and Sigma Pi, 0-6.
, money to spend on recruitment at in the sprints this season. He will
the frosh level. They seem to come be joined by Wayne Hermen, the
rig with the one or two players Missouri St ate sprint champion
that make the difference. Typ- who, along with Moody, did very
ically, we don’t come up with that , well in the recent Golden Gate
one big player, and have to rely I Invitational indoor meet.
on a team effort."
I Neff hit a 4:18.7 mile against
Following its electrifying, 49-48
upset of league-leading University,
of San Francisco Friday and an
expected loss to Santa Clara Saturday, San Jose State’s crippled
cage squad is enjoying a weil-,Iiiserved week of inactivity

rong Field Events
H
eats Frosh Kettle

FOREIGN CAR

Softball Officials
Needed for SJS
Intramural Loop

Infield Shortnes
Provokes Changes ,,.,
On Freshman Nine

SITU il,

:s

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE

Life
pan,

400 N. 1st Street

Buy Best at KING BEE SUPER

2- ’AN 89c

COFFEE

FOLGERS - HILLS - MJB - MAXWELL HOUSE
10th & Keys
K/B SUPER
Expires March 5

West’

RT

CLIP

0

THIS

COUPON

43

Ranch Fresh -- Grade AA
Extra Large

EGGS
CIGARETTES
MAYONNAISE
BurrER
BLEACH

King Size 1010
All Brands
Reg. Ctn. 1.99 & Tax
Best Foods
Full Quart
Lb

Grade
AA Cubes
Che"ange

25‘

Maid Rite
1/2 -Gallon

FRYERS
GROUND BEEF
BACON

Fresh Local
Whole or Cut Up

0.

Lb.

Flav-R-Pac
Frozen

33

3
2 .pkLgb.. 98(

3F9recshl,bleoarn

Hormel Range Brand
Thick Sliced

ORANGE JUICE

49‘
L.

lbfos; al 00

4 Ca 99
11

APPLES

California
Delicious

POTATOES

coo
Twin B. B. No. 1 Russets 4 ft
I VLbs. 47
FREE! 50 T.G. Stamps

Ad

Lbs 1 00

effective February 27- March 5

Fc;:l:dros KING BEE SUPER
We
Plenty of Parking
shass11:4

1.1:

$3.50

MAYFAIR BIKE SHOP
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Jim Hall, Prop.
Parts

Expert

Accessed’s

Repairs
on All
Models

BIANCHI 12 SPEED
DERAILER, from . . . .

’64"

Dealers for
Schwinn
Service
Special DI

.

Phillips
Bianchi
. . Fate and FrIondly
t Cord for S.J.S. Students

Sike chop

The one lotion that’s cool, exciting
brisk as an ocean breeze!

The oneandonly Old
.
alai., feeling.., refreshes
and wins feminine apprO.al every tare. C:

Glee Thrifty Grime Steams
10th & Keyes

894 E. Santa Clara at 19th Street

CY 4-0742

the shave lotion men recommend
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Interviews1Rally Group Seeks
Job
SJS Grad To Talk
Members Today
To Democratic Club

15-f4PAITAN DAILY

Wednesday Feb. 27 19631

Campus Radio
Positions Open

t

Want to be a radio announce:
or engineer"
KSJS. San Jose State Colleges1 SJS Democratic Club will hear
EM station. Is interviewing stu- William Deal, member of the
dents today and tomorrow from County California Democratic
12:30 to 4:30 p.m. in SD132.
Council. speak on "The DemoExperience is desirable. said Ron
cratic Party -1963," tomorrow
Graves. station manager. However. a willingness to work and an at 3:30 in CH166.
aptitude for learning is just as
Deal is a SJS graduate in soaluahle.
cial science. He served on the Sen.
I stes Kefauver committee.

:IS a. tn. nd 4:11 p.es. Appointment
lists are put ut in advrice Stuclnts
are requested to sign up suly -ED.

TODA1’:

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
MARCH 4th

STORE WIDE CLEARANCE
were 13.98 now

8.98
8.98

were..11.98 now

sseaters and Blouses at big reductions.
Now is the time to shop and save.

Dresses.

44 E. San Antonio
CY 3-0508

TODAY:

Student Peace Union: Laurence
professor of political science. talks on "De Gaulle,
Macmillan and Ettropc.;- CH149.
330 p.m.
Modern Greek Club: Dr, Harold
Hodges. associate professor of sociology. speaks on "Greece Revisited:" short film and slides on
modern Greece: cafeteria rooms
A and B. 8 p.m.

Rims. assistant
Enthusiastic, spirit-minded stu-

dents are urged to attend today’s
Rally Committee meeting at 3:30

p.m. in TH55. According to BevFederal Aviation Agency--Civil
and electrical engineers for engin- erly Rauh, publicity chairman.
Many subcommittee posit ions
eering positions (summer and permanent I.
have to be filled and plans must be

Sears, Roebuck & Co.- Business made for a high school yell leading
arid liberal arts majors for a retail clinic to be held on the SJS campSocial Attains L’onunirter: new
management trainee program.
members interested in Parents’
us this semester.

Shell 011 Co.-Chemists, civil
Executive officers for the comand electrical engineers along with mittee are Sue Stacks, vice chairmechanical and chemical engineers man; Sue Rust, recording secrefor engineering positions.
tary; Louise Carnozzi, correspondNaval Ordnance Test Center - ence secretary; Bob Downer. treaspublicity
Beverly Rauh.
China Lake -- Chemical engineers urer;
aeronautical, electrical and me- chairman; Bob Spingola and Michanical engineers along with chelle Humphrey, co-chairmen of
physics majors and chemists with card stunts; Bonnie (’rocket, head
an M.S. or Ph.D. and mathematics song girl; Dick Harris, head yell
students with an M.S. or a Ph.D. leader; Dick Romm, activities addevelopment*. design viser; Dr. George Muench, faculty
Pliflock. delegates to the county tor research,
and testing of experimental weap- adviser; Larry Carre, band repreons systems, summer and perman- sentative; and Bruce Edmond, representative at large in charge of
ent.
rallies.
Naval Ordnance Test t’enter-

AT

C:WHYS

kaid

New officers in the Democratic
,’Iub, formerly known as the
Young Democrats. are Jesse
Torres. president; Jack Pockman,
ice president: Lizbeth Lacugo,
:.ecording secretary; Joan Wood, ,:: ry, treasurer; Dotty Hanson,
,..,rresponcling secretary; Milton
.thel and Roger Davis, delegates
1i the ninth district of the CDC:
rirl
Jerry Hansen and Carl

UTRILLO

SkiHTS

now b149

’sliding X. 303 S. Ninth St.. betwesin

104, Ed. 105
Spartaguide ,Ed.
Open March 7

Cosona -- Physicists and electrical
and mechanical engineers for research, design, development, testing and evaluation.
Ampex Corp.- Industrial engin-

Last Opportunity
For A Phi 0 Claims

College

Union

Spartan since’:

meets in CH -

166. 7 p.m.
Baptist

Student

Crsion:

Technical Aide
Sought by KSJS

Small Company Atmosphere
Challenging Assignments
* Opportunity for Professional Growth
Company -supported Advanced Education
Other Excellent Benefits

&eerily Care
At Low, Low Prices
All work done by qualified
students under supervision

TOMORROW:

basketball, competitive swimming,
Women’s Gym. 7 p.m.
SJS Democratic Club: speaker
on the Democratic Party; C11166,
3:30 p.m.

chanical engineers with materials
and structural engineers and metallurgy engineers and architecturAudio Visual Aids
KSJS, San Jose State’s FM staal engineers for engineering and
More than 5,000 films, filmtion.
is
seeking
a
technical
ennaval architects (summer and perstrips, tape recordings, slides, and
gineer for its staff, according to
manent positions).
other audio-visual materials are
Dr. Clarence Flick, assoeiate proavailable for regular campus inSan Francisco Naval Shipyard - fessor of drama.
struction at the Audio-Visual CenAll engineering majors except
Only requirement is that the ter located in the south wing of
chemical for B.S. and MS. manapplicant have a second class ra- Centennial Hall.
agerial positions.
dio-telephone FCC license.
Preview materials are availSouthern California Edison Co.Any interested student may con- able for faculty or student use.
Electrical and mechanical engin- tact either Dr. Flick in SD131 or All major types of projection and
eers for junior engineering pad - Howard Gerrish, associate pro- sound -reproduction can be’ checked
fessor of industrial arts, in IA211. out from the center.
dons.

* Technically Oriented Management

AND (I I
EQUiPINENT
Thifil & Sun Fernando

Phraterew-A Phi 0 Auxiliary:

Mare Island Naval Shipyard Civil, electrical, industrial and me-

Organization, Technically & Commercially

TO OW:\ PLAN"

meets in College Union, 7 p.m.

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA

Aggressive

3 mos. s1 8
usE

Committee:

Subsidiary of Bausch & Lomb Incorporated

NonMilitary, But "Essential Activity-

TYPEWRITER

Speakers’ Bureau orientation
meeting. TH55. 7 p.m.
Collegiate Christian Fellowship:
meets at Memorial Chapel, 9 p.m.

out without presentation of the shows films on crystal gazing and
reports Jerrold color; S164, 1:30 p.m.
contract stub,
Miller, publicity chairman.
Pershing Rifles: members urged
This is the last opportunity for to attend meeting in B44, 6:30 p.m.
Women’s Recreation Association:
students to reclaim their money

Offers Professional Opportunities in
Non -Military Instrument Systems
for Spectrochemical Analysis

’a fe I eria

Mike Dolan. cafeteria manager
am
from
9
7,
-I
March
Thursday.
to noon, and Friday. March 8,
from 1 to 3 p.m. are days on
RENT A
which interested elementary education majors may enroll in Ed.
104, Elementary School Curriculum and Observation, and Ed. 105,
Speciai Student Belles
Early Childhood Education
Prospective enrollees are asked
to see Dr. Clay S. Andrews. associate professor of education. in
Ed333
OUR "RENT

speaks at meeting in CH161, 3:30
p.m.

Rev.
eers, electrical and mechanical enCharles Robertson talks; Memogineers for design, development
A representative of Alpha Phi
rial Chapel. 7 p.m.
and manufacturing.
Omega, SJS national service fraSociety of Chemical Engineers:
Weyerhaeuser Co.--C hemists ternity, will be in the College Un- election of officers. E158. 7 p.m.
and accounting majors along with
Hiliel: Efraim Gugel talks on
ion from 8 until 8:30 this evening
chemical and mechanical engineers
Inbooks to more Israeli singing and dancing.
to
return
money
or
for positions in financial manageternational Student Center, 283
did
who
200
SJS
students
than
ment. pulp mill plant engineering
S. Market St.. 8 p.m.
not pick them up prior to the
or technical departments.
Sock-ty of Automotive Engiclosing of the A Phi 0 book ex- neers: open to all students: TH20.
TOMORROW:
change.
7:30 p.m.
The Boeing Co.-Civil, electrical
No books or funds will be paid
American Chemical Society:

or books.

Spartan

Day invited to attend meeting;
(’14164. 3:30 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega: meets in College Union. 7 p.m.
Women’s Recreation Association:
badmintco: and Orchesis; Women’s
Gym. 6 and 7 p.m.
Social Work Club: Duane Ninepsychiatric socialworker
ker,

and industrial engineers, math.
physics and aero majors, materiel
sciences majors and mechanical
engineers for research design, de,clopment, testing and structures
vith work in production and service in aerodynamics.

Applied Research Laboratories, Inc.

Between 250 aryl 300 gallons;
coffee are consumed daily in oil
the

SIILLINAN BEAUTY COLLEGE
115

West San Fernando St.

CY 59516

Easter Vacation in

HAWAII
$214.95

per person

April 5th to April 14th
PRICE INCLUDES:
I. Round trip Deluse DC7 flight to HONOLULU.
2. Royal Hawaiian Lei Greeting.
3. Transfers from Airport to Hotel and return at
4. Twin accommodations at the "New See Shore Hot.
5. OAHU 110 mile tour via air-conditioned Pali Cruiser.
ges and complimentary hot meals in flight.
6. B
7. Kodak Polynesian dance show, including transfers.
B. $50,000 flight insurance to all passengers.
9. Air-conditioned rooms and apartments.
10. Gala Aloha Get Together Party.
Flight vie scheduled carrier operating under +he C A 8. Aol,n,

RESERVE NOW

BOOKS OPEN
CALL

Jack Singer -- Campus Tour Leaders
295-4591
Hugh Bickle
653 SO. 11th Street, San Jose, California
OR

DAY CY 5-4025

Night AN 9-3006

U.S. (’Ivil Service Commiarslon-All majors with an emphasis on

Majors: E.E., M.E., Applied Physics
Register with Your College Placement office for

Campus Interviews March 6, 1963
or ’1ou may write us direct at
P. 0. Box 1710, Glendale 5, California
Attention: C. F. Hartman, Personnel Director

liberal arts and business administration majors and police school,
humanities and social sciences majors for work as federal investigators.

AILIL LIU ’FAME 5

Shell Oil Co. Business administration and accounting majors for
treasury and accounting positions.

,Spadanady
CLASSIFIEDS
Surf Board, S. n disera gear.
St,- 33 Se ’7. Cl’ 5-1550,

FOR SALE

11",

1960 Topper Her. Div. - Make off,
POR MINT
Call 295.
mi es - 795 So. kr
9te2
Duo to disqualifications, have
- - $600. spaces avaiiabe. First corns Is,
- ’60 Fie+
NOW yours complete for belen-Board &
,127Hotted 53 Fo,a
school dorms &
Pb. 293-0644.
.
Approved men’s apartment contract 1¶40 less then
;
,.
Roger Half
(You t" leave

55 OLDS
55 Ford

".

Men’s
. -:
37’ 53
,
Girl’s
S
Boy’s

Mod.. spec.
1.4
f.n. 4,

bike, 26-. Call

women
Auto insurance

suclee.s. none 248.
ros. 385 So. Monroe

SJSC duodena preparing income ter reafter.
ali work quarrimerri noons and evenings. CV 5.7528.
viper. e.iyping - Term papers. menu.
scripts theses.
editing. 793-3085.

apt.

.1 -

MG A

,i-n.rn
Snr,/,,
8.3397 642

Male
50 share ,ineop furn,shei oci
swth 7. I Pln!Ir from
&38 mr,
utilities paid. 453 So. 5141. Apt 1.

Blonde guitar. 120. For info call Cl’ 4

Rock & Roll iurnmer needed. 293.9629
4st fo, Larry Church.

5.4, Enlarger

Two male std.. CO ’here unePP. apt

,

te new. $50
7/70141.

360 No

Duel 4 bbl, crb. manifold & I "nrb. For
ti 1,5 Mlke.

1,7

q

Typing all kinds, per page. Spoiling cor.
Unfurn. dup. opt., 31/2 rrns. 7 blks.
etc 292 2346
.
Married couple prof.
i A,arp.s , 294-5885 eves.
Reliable worn*, wanIs day wort, with
i,ml in SJ. Cl’ 4.i 638,
Ski Boots rn 7 Nor’-,,,.. Lie 3 on. mod, fum, apt. Couple only. 545 SJS
11th 5.. contact Mgr. in Apt. No. 3.
PERSONAL
IS’.
contract - d., .- - -.3f. sell. I
WANTED
Sawfluous hair removed for life. A. L.
- -..1
Large rec.-’. 293-9305.
71) S. 1st, 294.4499.
Lifeguard (Ltd.) Easter.Labor Day. Male
on’, Oily of San Jose. $2.083 Hr. Red
LOST
AND FOUND
house irk I br. fern. $1700 I 850 Cross or YMCA life saving certificate,
LN No. 79. Ph. 266.6569 after
Pit$ erperience and training in swim. Loot - Pearl Ring in Gold setting. If
’,sing and water satfety. Age 21-40. Cell found. please notify Mary Lou Sunseri.
Dept.: rm. 211, City Hell, 801 AN 6.8787.
bicycle, 3-srseod gend condition
No. Fltnt St.
Ca,. ,(fn, 298 3018
-f The Dart
Rewerd for return -;
ty of
-teManager for 30 boys approved housing
bicycle. 1 coed o-od .,ndit.e.i.
& board. Cif 24278. Over 21.

TR 3 ace: 7 torneit1
...,c
"),’ TP

Henke

One male student Co share ar. with 3
6-h St. 298.5934.

r:e

4.1655.

Sta,1c,9 3/5/63, $48. 294-9675.

I male roommate over 71 to share I
bdrrn, fern. no.. /41 So. 6th Apt. 1 1

500 841, WW VA 220 292-3846,
’1St,
Will skids lvll ctn. rotted, St),’,
Ape -eyed Apt,
,,nocy.-t ’n 1611.on hall eicular vi9W, Prereq tut B.. M.,, j
Fairian

01 ,nc. 04count. 292.7919.

EL 48671.

(PM) T. Then,

_ TRANSPORTATION
Ride or Malan{
r

Nothing else needed but you to complete this picture of filter
smoking at its flavorful best. Enjoy yourself...light up a Winston.

PURE WHITE,
MODERN FILTER

PLUS

FILTER - BLEND

P 014

7

CLASSIFIED
25st a line
30e a line
2

RATES:
first insertion
succeeding insertions
line minimum

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student AffeirsOff:..’Roe... lb. Tearer Hall. or
Send in Henri./ Order Sleek
with Cheek on Monwy Order.
Na Phone Orders

Wfluh1t'n 1tfi

goo([ll

like a cigarette shourld

